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I. Introduction
As many in the research community are aware, the results of a Western blot experiment can
be impacted by many factors besides the variable under study. Publisher guidelines for
Western blot best practices and experimental design provide an essential foundation for
reliable results. Empiria Studio® Software provides workflows for analyzing Western blot
experiments that were designed according to publisher guidelines.
But even when following guidelines, variability can still be introduced during analysis when
using traditional analysis software. Empiria Studio also automates critical parts of the
analysis process to remove sources of variability and improve consistency of results from
analyst to analyst.

By automating repetitive and subjective parts of the analysis, the reliability of Western
blot results can be improved.

This White Paper describes two vital parts of Western blot analysis that have been automated
in Empiria Studio:
l

l

Lane Finding: Lanes in Empiria Studio 1.2 and later can be found automatically using the
Adaptive Lane Finding process (ALF).
Background Subtraction: Background is subtracted automatically when bands or lanes are
quantified using the Adaptive Lane Finding process (ABS).
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II. Adaptive Lane Finding
Empiria Studio 1.3 can automatically find lanes on a Western blot image using a patentpending process called Adaptive Lane Finding (ALF). ALF detects the number of lanes and the
precise boundaries of each lane. Using ALF to find lanes has three main advantages over
finding lanes manually:
l

l

l

Faster analysis: The researcher does not spend time manually defining placement of each
lane.
Fewer sources of variability: Because the researcher does not manually define lane
placement, variability caused by subjective choices during lane placement is eliminated.
Replicate lanes found using ALF can be compared knowing that all the lanes were found
objectively according to the same criteria.
Improved total protein stain quantification: Because lane location can be found precisely,
relevant background can also be found precisely to consequently improve total protein
stain (TPS) quantification. Quantifying the total protein in a lane is useful for accurate
normalization that is recommended by journal guidelines (Journal of Biological
1
Chemistry ), so accurate TPS quantification is important for reliable Western blot results.

The ALF process provides these benefits by working with the patented Adaptive Background
Subtraction (ABS) process (introduced in Empiria Studio 1.1). Lanes can still be found
manually in Empiria Studio 1.3 (if necessary), providing consistency with previous versions of
Empiria Studio.

1 Collecting and Presenting Data. Journal of Biological Chemistry. American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. Web. 24

September 2018.
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Step 1: Find Lanes
1. The user draws a boundary that encloses all lanes on the image (even if some lanes will
not be used for analysis). This is called the Region of Interest (ROI).

Note: Empiria Studio performs the rest of the lane finding and lane quantification
process automatically.

2. The ALF process begins by dividing the ROI into horizontal segments.

3. Intensity of pixels in each horizontal segment is summed along the y-axis to find a
segment intensity profile (SIP). The SIP is a cross-section of lane intensity along the x-axis
for each of the horizontal segments.

4. Intensity peaks within each SIP are analyzed to determine lane width, and lane widths are
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compared across SIPs to determine the left/right boundaries of the entire lane.

At the conclusion of this process, the lanes have been identified for further analysis,
including background subtraction. The ALF process has identified the widths of the lanes,
and the top/bottom of each lane corresponds to the ROI defined by the researcher.

Step 2: Find Background
The region inside the ROI but outside the lanes is relevant for background subtraction. This is
the region where the gel contacted the membrane, not including signal from within a sample
lane. The top and bottom of the ROI, drawn by the researcher, should not include regions on
the image that are outside the membrane.

Figure 1. The area on either side of a lane is used as the background region for that lane.

Step 3: Subtract Background
Now that the background region for each lane has been identified, the pixels from that region
are processed using ABS to calculate a background value. The background value is then
subtracted from the total pixel intensity for the TPS lane to calculate the lane’s signal value.
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Note: The background subtraction method for bands has not changed in Empiria
Studio 1.3.

Reproducibility of Adaptive Lane Finding
Lane finding in traditional Western blot analysis software requires subjective input and
decisions from the researcher. If researcher-dependent variables introduce error during
analysis, it may be more difficult to precisely reproduce the results of another researcher’s
quantitative analysis. The influence of user input during image analysis was examined
experimentally for several lane finding methods.

Image Analysis by Multiple Researchers and Lane Finding Methods
A comparative study was performed to determine if removal of user bias from lane finding
would increase the reproducibility of Western blot analysis.
Nine different researchers analyzed a group of six Western blot images using a variety of lane
finding methods. Researchers were all experienced in traditional Western blot analysis. The
lane finding methods included Adaptive Lane Finding in Empiria Studio version 1.2, manual
lane finding in Empiria Studio 1.1 (manual mode is the same in versions 1.1 and 1.2), and
lane finding in a traditional Western blot analysis software. When using traditional Western
blot analysis, researchers manually defined the boundaries of each lane individually and
selected other analysis parameters not required for analysis in Empiria Studio. For each
image, designated lanes were analyzed and quantified with all analysis methods. The
compiled data were then analyzed to determine the variability of background-corrected lane
intensity. Variability was expressed as the mean percent coefficient of variation (% CV) of
quantitative results for each image analyzed by the group for each lane finding method.
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Average % CV For Each Image in Each Software
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Figure 2. Quantitative analysis with Empiria Studio was more reproducible than manual and traditional lane finding methods. Nine users analyzed the designated lanes on six blots using ALF in Empiria Studio version 1.2,
manual mode in Empiria Studio version 1.1, and lane finding as part of the analysis process in a traditional
Western blot analysis software. Variability of background-corrected lane intensity, expressed as the mean % CV
of the quantitative results for that image, was compared for each lane finding method. Chart shows the CV values
for each method. The mean CV for each method is represented by a black horizontal bar: 2.6% for Empiria Studio
1.2 Auto, 6.5% for Empiria Studio 1.1 Manual, and 38.5% for the Traditional Analysis Software.
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Example Image 1: CVs from Different Software Packages
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Figure 3. Quantitative analysis with Empiria Studio was more reproducible than manual and traditional lane finding methods. Variability of background-corrected lane intensity, expressed as the mean % CV of the quantitative
results for each lane from Example Image 1, was compared for each lane finding method. The mean for each
method is represented by a black horizontal bar.
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Example Image 2: CVs from Different Software Packages
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Figure 4. Quantitative analysis with Empiria Studio was more reproducible than manual and traditional lane finding methods. Variability of background-corrected lane intensity, expressed as the mean % CV of the quantitative
results for each lane from Example Image 2, was compared for each lane finding method. The mean for each
method is represented by a black horizontal bar.

Repeated Analysis by the Same Researcher
Reproducibility of repeated analysis by the same researcher was evaluated. A single
researcher analyzed lanes using Empiria Studio version 1.2 with Adaptive Lane Finding. The
same researcher then reanalyzed the image again, repeating all setup and analysis steps.
Results of the two independent analyses were plotted against each other. Results show
excellent correlation with R2 = 0.9965.
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Correlation of Quantiﬁcation Values from Repeat Analysis by Same User
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Figure 5. Repeated analysis of lanes on an image with Empiria Studio produced nearly identical results.

III. Introduction to Background Subtraction
In quantitative Western blotting, image background affects the accuracy and variability of
analysis. Nonspecific bands, smears, spots, and blotches in Western blot images can make it
difficult to precisely determine band intensity. When you draw a shape around a band,
background pixels inside the shape also contribute to the signal intensity. During image
analysis, background must be subtracted to accurately calculate the signal intensity for
regions of interest. An algorithm estimates the intensity of background pixels and subtracts
that value from the total signal intensity of the shape to “correct” for background.
Background subtraction is an important aspect of quantitative Western blot analysis – but its
accuracy is strongly influenced by both image context and the type of subtraction algorithm
applied (1-3). Currently available Western blot analysis software offers multiple options for
subtracting background, and it can be difficult to know which method will produce the most
accurate and reproducible quantification results. With little guidance about when and why
each method is appropriate, researchers are forced to either pick a method or simply use the
default settings and hope for the best. These subjective choices are based on each user’s
personal preferences and introduce variation that makes the analysis less reproducible.
Background subtraction works best when image background is uniform and consistent
across the blot, with well-separated bands and lanes (1, 4, 5). But every blot is different;
electrophoresis artifacts, uneven background, smears, spots, and variations in lane or band
spacing make each blot unique. Most background algorithms cannot adapt to these
variations and will not produce accurate results every time (1, 2, 5). An ideal background
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subtraction algorithm for Western blot analysis would respond and adapt to these variations
and produce accurate, reproducible results from every blot.
Common background subtraction algorithms rely on the shape or lane context. Shape-based
methods use the area surrounding a shape or feature to estimate image background, and
lane-based methods use information from the context of each lane. A new method that
considers both the shape context and lane context, called Adaptive Background Subtraction
(ABS), eliminates user bias for more reproducible and less subjective estimation of image
background.

IV. Shape-Based Methods
Local Background
Method
Local background uses the local area surrounding each shape or feature to calculate its
background value. Based on the average pixel intensity around the border around each
shape, background is subtracted from the total intensity value for the shape. Local
background is often the default setting in image analysis software (Image Lab™ from Bio-Rad
Laboratories is one example; 6).

Reproducibility and Error
l

l

When bands or lanes are close together, shapes may be so close together that their
borders overlap. If the border around a shape includes bright pixels from adjacent bands
or lanes, those pixels will compromise the consistency and accuracy of background
subtraction.
Size and placement of shapes alters the background calculations and affects the resulting
data. Each user places shapes of somewhat different size and location to quantify bands,
based on his or her assessment of what is appropriate. These subjective choices affect the
resulting data, making it difficult for any other user to reproduce the analysis of that
image.

Global (User-Defined) Background
Method
In this approach, the user designates a specific shape or region to represent the global
background value for that image. The pixel intensity of this user-defined region is then
subtracted from the total intensity values for all shapes on the blot.
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Reproducibility and Error
l

l

l

The user selects a “representative” background region, based on his or her assessment of
the image. This choice is highly subjective and cannot be easily reproduced by others.
When image background is uneven, global background correction will be inaccurate.
Irregular membrane background, specks, smudges, and trails or smears in sample lanes
are not considered in the background calculation and may affect quantification. Although
designating multiple background regions may partially alleviate this concern, the choice
and placement of user-defined background regions is inherently subjective and may
affect the reproducibility of data analysis.
The size of the designated background region (number of pixels) must be equivalent to
the size of the region(s) of interest on the image.

V. Lane-Based Methods
Rolling Ball (ImageJ)
Method
This method interprets the blot image as a three-dimensional histogram created by the pixel
intensities. An imaginary ball is rolled along the bottom surface of the histogram. The radius
of that ball, in pixels, determines how much background is subtracted from the image. A ball
with a small radius follows the contour of the histogram more closely, and will subtract more
background from the image. A larger ball will remove less background. Rolling ball
subtraction is appropriate for images with smooth, continuous, and uniform background
(4,5).

Reproducibility and Error
l

l

l

The radius is chosen by the user, and this choice determines the accuracy of background
estimation. If the radius is too small, too much correction is applied and actual signals are
lost. If the radius is too large, background correction is insufficient.
When image background is not uniform, the correct radius is difficult to determine (1,5).
The user must consider image-specific factors such as image resolution, band intensity,
band width, and band spacing or separation to select an appropriate radius. This
subjective choice introduces variability and makes the analysis difficult to standardize or
reproduce.
Smaller, less intense, or closely-spaced bands such as doublets can be lost due to
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overestimation of image background. Rolling ball is best suited to prominent, individual
bands that are well-separated (1).
l

Rolling ball is typically applied to the entire image. However, the same radius may not be
appropriate for all sample lanes, due to variation in image background and the intensity
and spacing of bands. Applying this correction to the entire image also visibly changes
image appearance. Routine application of rolling ball subtraction to the entire Western
blot image may introduce unintended variability during analysis.

Lane Background (Rubber Band)
Method
The known location of shapes in the lane profile is used to identify points of minimum pixel
intensity located between the bands in that lane. These areas (called “local minima”) are then
connected by a line, as if you were attaching a string or rubber band at each consecutive
point. The area below this line is subtracted as image background.

Reproducibility and Error
l

l

l

To compensate for variations in band width, the lane background algorithm uses the
center lane line to identify and analyze the middle 75% of each lane (7). The user chooses
where to place these center lines, and line placement could potentially affect algorithm
performance.
Connections between local minima are drawn selectively. Minima that would create a
steep slope are disregarded by algorithm, to allow for discrimination of bands that are
close together (7).
This method is only used for lane-by-lane analysis; it is not applied to the entire image.

VI. Adaptive Background Subtraction
Method
Unlike conventional background subtraction methods, ABS evaluates the local area around
each shape and its context within the lane to determine the background value. This patented,
intelligent algorithm combines the advantages of shape-based and lane-based methods in a
single calculation. User bias and the impact of subjective choices are minimized or
eliminated, allowing different users to generate consistently reproducible results.
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Reproducibility and Error
l

l

By evaluating a broader context for each shape, Empiria Studio uses a larger volume of
data to evaluate and estimate image background. A typical region of interest may contain
a few hundred pixels, and a conventional background subtraction method uses a few
hundred pixels to estimate image background. In contrast, Empiria Studio analyzes
several thousand pixels to estimate the background for that shape.
If examined at the pixel level, image background is actually quite uniform. The ABS
algorithm looks for this redundancy and differentiates it from “non-context” areas like
spots, smears, or other artifacts adjacent to the band or in the sample lane. With a large
data set for comparison, the algorithm can easily identify and disregard these anomalies.
It adapts to the individual image context, calculating image background with unmatched
precision and reproducibility.

VII. Reproducibility of ABS, Local, and Global Background
Subtraction
Common background subtraction methods for quantitative WB analysis require subjective
input and decisions from the user. User preferences are a source of bias and error that may
undermine the reproducibility of analysis (1,2). If user-dependent variables introduce error
during analysis, it may be more difficult to precisely reproduce the results of another user’s
quantitative analysis. The influence of user input during image analysis was examined
experimentally for several background subtraction methods.

Image Analysis by Multiple Users
A comparative study was performed to determine if removal of user bias from background
subtraction would increase the reproducibility of WB analysis. Six different users analyzed a
group of WB images using local background, global (user-defined) background, and Empiria
Studio ABS methods. For each image, the designated bands were analyzed and quantified
with all three methods. The compiled data were then analyzed to determine the variability of
background-corrected band intensity. Variability was expressed as the mean percent
coefficient of variation (% CV) of quantitative results for each image analyzed by the group,
for each background subtraction method (Figure 6).
The first image, Blot A, displayed an electrophoresis-related artifact that disrupted the shape
of the target bands and created smeared trails in the sample lanes (Figure 6A). This erratic
electrophoresis pattern could potentially disrupt the accuracy of background estimation and
subtraction. Background-corrected band intensity results from the six users exhibited the
most variability for global, user-defined background subtraction with a mean CV of 11.9%
(+/- 4.4%; Figure 6A). Local background subtraction was less variable, with a mean CV of
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7.4% (+/- 0.9%; Figure 6A). Empiria Studio analysis produced the most consistent band
intensity results across the group of users (mean CV of 5.2%, +/- 0.3%; Figure 6A).
Blot B presented a different challenge for background subtraction and quantification (Figure
6B). The target bands in this image were faint, with substantial background fluorescence in
the surrounding lane area. Background-corrected band intensities were extremely variable
when the users applied the global, user-defined subtraction method, with a mean CV of
44.5% (+/- 6.7%; Figure 6B). Local background performed much better, exhibiting a mean CV
of 15.6% (+/- 1.5%; Figure 6B). Again, Empiria Studio produced the most consistent results
across the six users, with a mean CV of 4.0% (+/- 1.9%; Figure 6B).
On Blot C, bands were smeared and background levels were different in each lane. These
variations made it difficult to reliably quantify the bands using local or global background
subtraction methods. Global, user-defined background correction proved slightly more
reproducible than local background for this blot. Global correction produced a mean CV of
8.0% (+/- 1.0%), compared to a mean CV of 10.3% (+/- 3.0%) for local background (Figure 6C).
With Empiria Studio, background-corrected band intensity results were more reproducible
than other methods (mean CV of 4.2%, +/- 1.1%).

Repeated Analysis by the Same User
Reproducibility of repeated analysis by the same user was evaluated as described by GalloOller et al (5). A WB image with multiple bands and uneven background was selected for this
comparison. A single user analyzed the upper and lower bands on the image in Figure 7A,
using Empiria Studio software. The same user then reanalyzed the raw image, repeating all
setup and analysis steps. Results of the two independent analyses were plotted against each
other in Figure 7B-C. Results for the upper band (Figure 7B) show excellent correlation, with
R2 = 0.9994. For analysis of the lower band (Figure 7C), correlation was again very strong (R2
= 0.9996). For both bands, analysis and re-analysis of the raw image produced the same
result with striking accuracy. Despite the uneven, splotchy background surrounding the
bands on this blot, quantitative analysis was highly reproducible.

VIII. Discussion
These data demonstrate that analysis with ABS and Empiria Studio Software generates
consistent, reproducible quantification of WB images from user to user. Different users who
analyzed the same image produced the same output, even for blot images with smeared
bands or faint bands surrounded by lane background. Empiria Studio quantification was
more reproducible than local background subtraction, and greatly outperformed the user-touser reproducibility of global, user-defined background subtraction.
For some images, global background subtraction produced the most variability between the
six users, with mean CVs of 11.9% for Blot A and 44.5% for Blot B. However, for Blot C,
global background subtraction produced more reproducible results than the local
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background method. This result is an important reminder that the accuracy of a particular
background algorithm is dependent on the image context where it is applied. Factors such as
lane-to-lane variation in band shape and background may influence the accuracy of
background subtraction in unexpected ways. Because commonly-used subtraction methods
cannot adapt to this variation, the user is forced to adapt, by subjectively choosing the
method he or she feels is most appropriate for that context.
User preferences introduce variability and make it more difficult to precisely reproduce the
analysis (1,2,5). However, a background subtraction algorithm that responds to the blot
environment would remove this source of variation. Empiria Studio's intelligent background
subtraction adapts to the unique context of each blot, so you can use the same background
subtraction method every time, for every blot. This method removes the guesswork and user
bias from background subtraction, providing consistent quantitative WB results that are more
easily reproduced.
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Figure 6. Quantitative analysis with Empiria Studio was more reproducible than local and global background
subtraction. Multiple users analyzed the designated bands on each blot (arrowheads on images) using local,
global/user-defined, and Empiria Studio ABS background subtraction. Variability of background-corrected
band intensity, expressed as the mean % CV of the quantitative results for that image, was compared for each
background subtraction method. A) Blot A displayed oddly shaped bands and smeared trails in sample lanes.
Graph shows the mean CV of quantitative analysis for each background method (error bars show standard
deviation, n = 6). B) On Blot B, faint bands were surrounded by background in sample lanes. Graph shows the
mean CV for each method (error bars show standard deviation, n = 6). C) The designated bands on Blot C
were smeared and misshapen. Graph shows the mean CV for each method (error bars show standard
deviation, n = 5).
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Figure 7. Repeated analysis of bands with Empiria Studio produced nearly identical results. A) The upper and
lower bands in this image (arrowheads) were analyzed twice by the same user. For the second analysis, lanes
and bands were placed independently on the raw image. B) Correlation of results from repeated analysis of
the upper band (R2 = 0.9994). C) Correlation of results from repeated analysis of the lower band (R2 = 0.9996).
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